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USA and Israel quit UNESCO - ACTIVITIES 

A. Discuss the following question: 
 What are the main goals of UNESCO? 

B. Listen and choose the best answer. 
 UNESCO was founded… 

a. before World War I 

b. before World War II 

c. after World war II 

C. Listen to part I and answer the questions: 

1.  At what time did the USA and Israel pull out of UNESCO? 

2.  How many times has the USA now pulled out of UNESCO? 

3.  Which country did the USA say UNESCO favoured in 1984? 

4.  What is Nikki Haley's job? 

5.  What did Nikki Haley call UNESCO? 

D. Listen again to part I and match the following: 

___ 1. The United States and Israel have a. biased UN agencies 

___ 2. The two countries pulled b. against Israel 

___ 3. …at the stroke c. out of UNESCO 

___ 4. …worried that UNESCO was biased d. officially quit UNESCO 

___ 5. …among the most corrupt and politically e. of midnight 

E. Listen to part II and decide whether the following statements are true or false 
and correct the false ones: 
1.  The USA founded UNESCO after World War I.    T / F 

2.  UNESCO looks after the World Heritage program.    T / F 

3.  The article says UNESCO works to improve education for boys.  T / F 

4.  Israel's envoy to the U.N. said UNESCO works in favour of Israel.  T / F 

F. Listen again to part II and complete the following paragraph. 

UNESCO was (1)____________ by the U.S. after World War II. It seeks to build 
(2)____________ through international cooperation in education, the sciences and culture. The 
agency is best known for its World Heritage (3)____________, which protects cultural sites 
and (4)____________ around the world. UNESCO also works to improve education for girls, 
promote (5)____________ of the horrors of the Holocaust, and defend freedom of the 
(6)____________. The U.S. said it intends to follow UNESCO as a non-member "observer 
state". The Israeli (7)____________ to the United Nations Danny Danon said his country, "will 
not be a member of an organization whose (8)____________ is to deliberately act against us". 

G. Discuss the following questions: 
a. Are organizations like UNESCO important? Why? 

b. What is the most important thing UNESCO should do? 


